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ny p0Wer which ** riot used for the general welfare, will in the end destroy itself—Calvin Coolidge 
FOUNDED 
IN    1873 
V(,i,. LX. x«>. so-ai 
tnbml Currier Speaks at Y Meeting To-Night 
LEW1STON, MAINE, WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 18, 1933 PRICE TEN CENTS 
tf' ~* FROM 
THE 
NEWS 
y.,I,. Coddles Her 
gtsdente Says The News 
T|u. Medical  Profession 
faros To Socialism 
Tl„. Youthful  But 
(viorful Chinese General 
gaerwood Eddy Predicts 
japan's Bankruptcy 
On,. I icdit System 
Injures Chinese Schols 
JjJ THOMAS    MUSGRAVE & 
jERTUNG that Yale nurses and 
students and uses 
every known psy- 
chological influence to keep them 
j 3, the Yale 'News nut week 
:   ihe    school's    educational 
■ 
S    Hess  to say.     the  News  con- 
t he system    is    successful 
of the fortunate provision in 
iral order of things that some 
must reach maturity." 
•To • nine  at   Yale,"'     the     News 
is four years of groping for 
rive. To some it is a tantal- 
iiit? opportunity which can    never 
:H .1   because   the  system   has 
■ iked out    to fool    the stu- 
.   who knows Where he is going 
amj  wants    to get    ahead of    the 
utti." 
-Students accept less responsibility 
iv   known  species.   They  live 
grace     of  God     under     the 
benevolent protection of the faculty." 
SSEKlurai '  
A    I vili's   its 
. \ i ally 
Tokio Paper Says 
Japan Correct In 
Manchurian Acts 
Claims  League   Failed 
To   Interpret   Chi- 
nese Conditions 
Rand Weatherbee 
Chosen Clerk In 
Maine Legislature 
Graduate Of '32 Wins 
Clerkship Of Two 
Committees 
CHINA WAR TOWN       FATHER A SENATOR 
Student To Print Exclusive 
Articles By Japanese 
Correspondent 
As an introduction to a'new de- 
partment of the Student, in which a 
s.-i-i. s „r articles dealing with Japan) 
will appear, tl„. following article is 
presented. This is a review of an ar- 
ticle apiM-ariiig in.ih.< Tokyo news- 
paper,  Michi-Michi. 
.V series of articled which will ap- 
pear soon in this column in the fu- 
ture are to be contributed by Yoshi- 
to Tczuka, a sophomore yit Keio, the 
famous Japanese educational institu- 
tion. 
T. W. M. 
Michi-Michi. revealing the Lytton 
Report itself finds China far from 
developed, maintains that Japan is 
correct in its opposition to the cur-1 
rent views of the average outsider 
on itriiManchurian activities. 
The" Lytton Report, in its opening 
paragraphs, writes that "The domi- 
nating factor in China is the moder- 
nization of the nation itself, which 
is slowly taking place. China today 
is a nation in evolution, showing 
evidence of transition in all aspects 
of it.-i national life." 
AaTthe complaints "of"in'eqiiaTi-        Not so, cries the ;Michi-Michi    ar- 
ties of medical service distribu-   tide. The paper claims that this is a 
gross   misrepresentation   of   facts   in 
view  of the everlasting civil  distur- 
bances in China and the chaotic con-i 
ditions  prevailing  in  the  country at ■ 
all times. 
League  Commission  Failed 
"The  League Commission    of En-! 
quiry,"   the  article  says,   "was     en- 
trusted  with  the  mission  of  invest!-i 
gating  the  prevailing conditions     in 
China.  It utterly failed in it, accord- 
ing   to   the  contention     of  the  War 
Office which  enumerates  the follow-, 
ing facts to show how it is mistaken ! 
to call China a modernized country: 
"In  Shantung a civil war is being; 
waged   between     General   Han     Ku- 
chui  and  General     Liu     Chen-nien's. 
forces." Other similar instances are 
pointed out. 
According to the latest reports re- 
ceived from Japan, General Han Fu- 
chu. referred to in the above quota- 
tion, advanced his headquarters to 
Shaho, and fighting is now going on 
around Yuehhsien. The greater part 
pi -ed to I'he organized profession j 0f sikang Province is now occupied 
urging  an  orderly   evolution  guided | uy  the Tibetan  forces. The Nanking! 
principles found to be sound thru . ■   
Lb  "centuries." Continued on  Page 2 Col 4 
MBRICAiX medical men alarmed 
l  t l i t       inequali  
i<i- i l i  
tive years ago, started to watch 
ilie     utmost     interest     a corn- 
's study  into  the subject. 
Investigators probed every health 
ity they cou-ld learn of. Among 
statistics      they     discovered 
of the population are getting 
medical     care    whatsoever,    a 
doctor's   average   annual   income   is 
$5,300, and 47,000 doctors earn $50 
■ 
The majority    of the    Committee 
decided that if U. S.' annual sick bill 
equitably spent, every Inhabit- 
ant of the nation would get adequate 
medical attention, and everyone con- 
B<  ted     with   the     profession  would 
ea     an adequate living. A complete 
lization     of  the     profession  is 
>ary. 
The  American     Medical     Assoeia- 
a  Journal sensing  an attack  on 
the organization exhorted  the mem- 
b  'a  las. I   month  in  this  way:     The 
ment   is clear—on    one    hand 
ll theory—even Socialism as op- 
Weatherbee Prominent In 
College - - Was Phi 
Beta Kappa Man 
Some people seem so consistently 
successful that we are quite apt to 
attribute their good fortune to mere 
luck. But in the case of Randolph 
A. Weatherbee, who was recently 
chosen clerk of two legislative com- 
mittees in Augusta, we have only to 
look back on his past record as a 
student at Bates, from which he 
was graduated in '32, to see that 
other  factors played a part. 
Rand Weatherbee, who is the son 
of Senator Artemus Weatherbee of 
Penol>scot county, comes from Lin- 
coln, Maine.    While at Bates he was 
one of the most outstanding stu- 
dents, being active, and, successful 
in many lines of endeavor. He was 
president of the Student Council as 
a senior. previously serving as 
secretary-treasurer of that organi- 
zation. During freshman, junior and 
senior years he was president of his 
class, certainly good evidence of his 
popularity around the campus. All 
four years he served on the Student 
staff, and in addition to that WU 
Art Editor of the Mirror. And 
though we are surprised that one 
so busy should have time to study, 
Rar.d was elected to Phi Beta Kap- 
pa in due time, as well as to Delta 
Sigma Rho, honorary forensic society. 
Four years on the Debating Council 
and as Varsity Debater gained him 
admittance to the latter organiza- 
tion. In addition to these societies 
he was a member of the Spofford 
Club Phil-Hellenic, and the Politics 
Club! 
Such a college record could not 
but lead to some later recognition, 
and although this present position 
is not one of political importance, 
it is a stepping stone to greater 
things. In such a position important 
contacts are made, and knowledge 
of governmental procedure and po- 
- may be acquired which will be 
of the greatest assistance In train- 
ing one for a political career. 
The two committees to which 
Weatherbee will act as clerk are 
Public Utilities and Indian Affairs. 
Senator Weatherbee is chairman ot 
the first committee and Senator 
Fernandez, also of Penobscot coun- 
tv. is chairman ot the second. Ran- 
dolph Weatherbee was named as 
clerk on a third committee. Claims, 
but  was defeated. 
POINTS TO REMEMBER 
1. Xo students will be admitted 
after BO minutes nor leave be- 
fore an hour except in one 
hour courses. 
2. A coat room will be provided. 
8, No   books  or  paper   will   be 
permitted except for courses 
where the instructor design- 
ates. 
4. Kxams will begin ami dose 
promptly. 
.">.  All   scats  designated. 
EXAMINATIONS TO BE HELD 
IN ALUMNI GYM—STUDENT 
PRINTS TENTATIVE SCHEDULE 
T* *.• o  t    J   1 /T- •       _• Di\ Lawrence Chairman ientatwe Schedule ot Examinations ot Faculty Arrang- 
STUDENTS ARE REQUESTED TO REPORT ANY CONFLICTS TO THE REGISTRAR BEFORE 
SATURDAY, JAN. 21, AT NOON 
Group S—Sat. 3:30, Jan. 28 
Pub.   Sp.   KM 
Hyg.   KM   Men 
Group   K—Mon.  8:00, Jan.  30 
German   KM 
Bag. KM 
German  201 
droop It—Mon.  1:80, Jan. SO 
Itib.   Lit.   Ml 
Bag. 211  M » 
Bug. 2.11  M » 
Bag. 821 
Bduc. 851  M O (2 div.) 
Ficn. 21)7 M » 
Geol. 421 
Govt. 201   M 0 
<;reek   211 
Latin III M 0 
Bfnatc 201 
Phil. 808 
Phys.   BO.  888  Men 
Group I-—Toes, BtOO, Jan. :tl 
French 241   T 1:80, 8:88 
Cham. 101 
I hem.  Ill 
(beiii.  4.-,2 
Group  C.—Tu.-s.  1:30, Jan. 31 
FROSH READY FOR ICE TILT 
WITH KENT'S HILL SATURDAY 
JI^JUSS^ Bobkittens Receive Valuable Practice In Scrim- 
S£& ?«^wn*tue™ n4TE        mages Against Varsity-Three Cornered 
Fight For Goalie Position   
«   BRIGHT  particular  thorn   in 
/\  the side of   the  Japanese  in ( 
■L * China for years has been the 
young  Marshal  Chang  Hsueh-Liang. | 
whose troops are now fighting at the . 
Great Wall." says the N. Y. Times.   ' 
The son  of a famous  Manchurian 
hind him. he !.? now. at 34. still 
carrying on the family 'business of 
warfare and dominion. 
When Chang Tso-lin, his father, 
was killed by a bomb in 1928. young 
(hang inherited an army of .;om? 
ino 000 men. as well as the power 
'hat goes wit'h such a trenn OUfl 
force. 
The 'freshman hockey squad has 
been working out daily at St. Doin's 
arena for the past week. Good ice 
toward the latter part of last week 
and frequent scrimmages against the 
! varsity have contributed much to- 
The Times says, "The question j wara  the progress and  improvement 
is what would he do with it. Ac- 
i ustomed to leadership as his 
father's active aide, he showed no 
inclination to carry out the pessi- 
mistic future his detractors were 
rood enough to see for him. as just 
another weak son of a strong father. 
Raymond Currier 
Speaker at "Y" 
Meeting To-Night 
.HBRWiOOD   Eddy,   just   returned 
immediately   following. 
■vOR the past lew years it has 
been the academic fashion to 
•scoff at the college credit system. 
Educational   Secre- 
tary Of Volunteer 
Movement 
The Y. M. C. A. and the Y. W. C. 
of candidates. The freshmen open 
their two game schedule on Saturday 
afternoon. January 21, when they 
meet  Kent's  Hill. 
The fact that the freshmen have   IS 
been   competing  against   the   varsity 
makes it appear that they will not be 
awed by Kenfs Hill, no matter what 
kind of a team they find themselves 
Sri'K'KW.uuu   man ,  j st   ■"»...- against.    Moreover,    they, have 
from a world tour, that included rather well against the varsity,        in  > m L <••>« <-i"  »•   •••  -■
Russia  and   Japan,     scores   . tne|      d ,.0  jt  is expected  that  they will   A.  will  hold  an  open  meeting  wea- 
••i-relieious  policy   of  the  Sonet*. | creditable   performances  on   nesday  evening.  January   18. in  the 
He predicts bankruptcy for Japan in   '"''    . Y r00m at Chase  Hall  from  7  until 
- than five yearn with a Russo-Jap   M j_    i)onnjto choices 8  o'clock. The speaker will  be Ray- 
Althou'gh    Coach   Ray   McCluskey   m0nd P. Currier, the editor of ' Far 
his   vet   made   no     definite   choices,   Horizons"   and   the  educational     se- 
xe    >Ku,0     ..   —  lRed Simpson  seems to be slated  for   cretary     of  the  Student  ..Y
1""*6^ 
V   t      i      i   t   «ed c°'™Jr  p06ition  in  the  first line,   movement. "Far Honaons    « one of 
T  sc S t t  c lle e r it s st .  .£//«,"" InSt skater and  good stick   the foremost  magazine, in  the  held 
T!- time-honored method of winning   handler   Jack  Parfitt  appears  to  be , of   missions.   Mr.   Currier   has   h m 
diploma    by attending    so    maoy, £*™£ £^ left wiog *»*«*£ |£k~£    s*rvice,»    the    foreiKn 
a issea   and   accumulating   so   manyiHe t00 fa a lfast skater and is also 
fourse  credits   has   been   derided   as; a deadly shot. Curlin, Nicholson, ana 
a  stupid  anachorism. I stetson are other left wing aspirant.-^. 
Xow it is criticized in a new ouar- Torrey. Pood, and Mono »»■»"""« 
—•" = "-  •h"  i for   the  right  win.g   position.   Field* 
fields.  His subject is "A Pattern for 
a New World." 
' . The N. Y. Time.5 explains that, 
"The League of Nations Educational 
■i lion to China has found _the 
tredit system one of America's most 
"nfortunate gifts to education in 
that country and one of the chief 
• why it would do better to 
fellow  Kuropean  methods." 
"It is also dotvbtiful,"  Dr.  Duggan 
whether    the    mission's sub- 
ite proposal of granting degrees 
°n  the basis  of  final     examinations 
alone would  be an  improvement." 
"Young Chinese human nature," 
no argues, "is probably about the 
same an young European. As the 
mi"sion insists that Chinese students 
already devote too much time and 
'""ort to cramming, it would seem 
advisable for Chinese educators 
7>"»fii.'iv to studv the problem before 
"bearding the credit system for that 
~" linal examinations. In all prob- 
ability the best system will result 
bo"h " union of elements taken from 
and Grannon, two big fellows, are 
expected to hold down left and right 
defense respectively while Stevenson 
is ready to be put in there. ine 
goalies are Merrill, Farrington. ana. 
Butler, and they are having 
WOMEN ATTEND WAA 
BANQUET LAST NIGHT 
The   annual   W.A.A.   banquet   was 
,held last night in Fiske Dining Hall. 
'-—; Pres. and Mrs. Clifton D. Gray. Dean 
battle   Each  of them has at definite   Hazel  M. Clark.  Prof.  Lena  Walms- 
Umes'shown   marked  capabilities  in   ley_  and  Miss   Mildred   Fisher  were 
defending the cage. but. on the other   tne guests of the evening. 
hand, each has had his off day.=. 
Consequently their work this week 
will   decide   tli.    issue.   However,   it   is 
quite likely that all three will see 
action. 
HEELERS TO MEET JAN. 23 
Frances Brackett '33 served as 
toastmistress and the toasts were 
given as follows: 
To  Guests,  Marjorie  Bennett  '34 
To Sporus, Jean Murray '35 
To Coaches,  Ruth  Rowe  '36 
To G-arnet   and   Black.   Charlotte 
Cutts '33 .u,    r      «_ The committee responsible for the 
plans for the entire program con- 
sisted of: Verna Brackett '34. chair- 
man and  general    charge    of 
There was no meeting of the 
Heeler's Cluh on Mon., but the 
regular meeting will be held on the 
Jan. 23. A play, "The Theatre^ will   inan «~ £-_,    AuguVtinus    -33, 
be read by members of the Heelers   J»anqu.el'M„fOTle    Reid    '34,    deco- 
coached by Nan Wells '34. , Ity. 
liib.   Lit.   101   M   10 
Ifiol.  Ill 
('hem. .:J1 
Kduc. SSI  SI  10 
Kng.  »41 
••Yen.  tOS SI   10 
•GeoL 818 
tiovl. SOI   >l   10 
Greek 111 a   10 




Group N—Wed. 8:00, Feb.  1 
Psych. 301 
Hygiene   101   Women 
Psych.   888 
Spinks Criticizes 
Dobie's Attack 
On King Football 
Disagrees With Cornell 
Coach   Game   Takes 
Too Much Time 
BY BUCK SPINKS 
As  Told  To  Vincent  Belleau 
Gilmour   Dobie   .speaking   to   the 
American    Football   Coaches'   Asso- ' 
eiation   recently   .said   that   football I 
seems  "to  have outgrown  the capa- : 
city  of  the boys  to  keep  pace  with 
it,"   and   that   the  game  is   now  so ' 
"vast, so  unwieldy,  it  is almost im- 
possible  for  an  organization  of  col- ; 
lege  boys  to  handle  it  and  do  jus- ' 
tice  to  their scholastic studies."  He ! 
suggested taking immediate steps to 
remedy   what   he   thinks     is   wrong 
with the game. 
With all due justice to Dobie and I 
the part he has played in making 
football history. I think that he is 
advocating a backward step which 
would put an end to the progress of 
the game. 
Football  Played By Big Men 
When  football  was  young,  it was 
played  by  big     men,  all     of  whom 
were immune to injury. The football 
games   were   battles   between     two 
towns;   young   and     small     fellows 
could   not     and  did    not play     the 
game.  Eventually, however, younger 
coaches  experimented  with  changes, 
!a:d  the  game  went    through  a  pe- 
| riod  of  progress     until     it  became 
i what it is today. 
The evolution can be compared to 
that  of  the     automobile.     The  few 
| parts   which   made   up   the   original 
automobiles were sufficient to make 
i it  run.  but model after model came 
i out   with     improvement   after     im- 
l provement, until we think    that the 
present  models     are  good     enough, 
,and  that  nothing more can be done 
' to improve    them.    The next    year 
will  see    something    more,    never 
thought  of  before,  in  the new cars. 
Football   Is  in  a  like situation.     It 
may  have  details     in   it  now     that 
were   never   imagined   by   the   first 
players,  but these add  to the  effec- 
tiveness    of the    game.    Customers 
come to see the game  because they 
like  it  in  its present  form,  and  are 
always  looking for  and     acclaiming 
innovations. 
Personally, there is nothing more 
I enjoy as a spectator than to see a 
surprise  play,  a  pass  on  the fourth 
Group J—Wed.  1:30, Feb. 1 
(hem. 401 






I-lit in 203 
Math. 311  T 11 
Soc. 8c. 101 T 11 





Group H—Thurs.  1:80, Feb. 2 
Biology  111 T O 
Biology 221 
Bean. 305 
Banc. 443 T » 
Bug. 221 T 9 
Kng. 401 
French 207 T 9 
German SOI 
Greek in To 
History 213 T U 
Ijilin 111   T 9 
Phil. 305 
Physics SSI 
Group A—Fri. 8:00, Feb. 3 
Biology 21 1 
Bcon. 21" 
Kduc. 443 SI 7:40 
GeoL 201   K 17:40 
Greek S15 
Latin ill  SI 7:40 
Physics 351 
S..ciol. 211   SI  7:40 
Group 11—Fri« 1:30. Feb. 3 
Group I—Sat. 8:00, Feb. 4 
Chem. 201 
Kng. 251 




Ijitin  307 
Physics 371 T  10 
Psych. 353 
Soc. 211  T 10 
Group G—Sat. 1:30. Feb. 4 
Biology 111  T 7:40 
English 211  T 7:40 
♦Fine Arts 201 
•Geology 213 
Math. 311  T 7:40 
Physics 271 T 7:40 
Soc. 341 
Span. 301 
History  111  T 7:40 




Preach  in 
Biology 311 
Group K—Slon.  1:30, Feb. 0 
(hem.  221 
Boon. 321 
French   101 
French 241 SI 1:30 
History 213  SI   1:80 
Soc Sc.  lOl  SI.  1:30 




Group I>—Tues.  1:30, Feb. 7 
German lot 
Of I in mi 311 
German 351 
'Examination   will    lie   held   in 
Camegie  Science  Hull. 
Bib.  Lit.   lOl   M   11 
Chem. sol 
French 307 
Kng. 221   SI   II 
Geoi. 2oi si n 
German 431 
Greek 345 
History  111  SI  11 
Math. 211 Si 11 
Math. 411 
CAMPUS HOOP GAME THRIVES 
DESPITE VARSITY SPORT BAN 
More Than 200 Men Playing- On Class And Gym 
Teams—Two Games Already Played In Class 
Series—Seniors And Sophomores Win 
Round  Table 
Members Hear 
Talk By Quimby 




"Propaganda     teaches     what     to j 
think;  education how to think", de- 
clared  Prof.     Brooks    Quimby    the 
speaker   at  a   Faculty   Round-Table' 
Conference  held  at  Chase Hall  Fri- 
day -right. 
Prof. Quimby spoke for some 
length on the subject of "Propagan- 
da", pointing out the present un- 
pleasant connotation of the word 
which has grown out it's unjust re- 
presentation and rumors and fla- 
grant appeals to prejudices and 
passions, so prevelant since the 
War. He went on to tell of the dan- 
gers of the abundant political-com- 
mercial propaganda in our educa- 
tion, giving vivid illustrations of 
such methods as employed by power 
companies. He added that most of 
our patriotic propaganda is of 
practically no influence. Mr. Quim- 
by combined his characteristic style 
with   blackboard   and     poster   illus- 
By DAMON STKTSOX 
Intramural basketball is thriving 
on the Bates campus despite the' 
failure of all the efforts made to ob-| 
tain the game as a regular varsity | 
sport. At present it is estimated that 
nearly two hundred men are playing 
this game at least three times a 
week either on a gym team or on a 
class team. The very fact that so 
many have manifested an interest 
goes to show what a really popular 
sport basketball is here at Bates. 
iln order to create a competitive 
atmosphere and to satisfy the desires 
of the players for actual competition, 
an interclass schedule of games has 
been arranged which includes two 
Varsity class team games each week 
as well as two second team games. 
The second team games are played 
on Tuesday and Thursday afternoons 
and the Varsity games are played at 
7:30 P. M. on these same days. Two 
games have been played already and 
from the brand of basketball shown 
it appears that there will 'certainly 
be some torrid, thrill-filled basket- 
ball this winter for all those who 
wish to witness it. 
Sophomores Won Thursday 
A week ago last night the seniors 
gave the juniors a decisive beating 
by the score of 49-19. Last Thursday 
night the sophomores and freshmen 
battled through ifour exciting 
quarters until Gay and Coleman 
dropped through twin counters with 
less than a minute to play and gave 
j the sophomores a 23-21 victory. This 
game furnished a line exhibition of trations to make a most interesting 
and  profitable speech. | [aST°cfeVer"'D'aeketba.Tl. ft onl'y take, 
The meeting was presided over by • fc       us 
Prof. W.  H   Sawyer with  Mrs   Saw- |      *        in'r6gard to the kind of team 
yer  as  chairman  of     the  entertain-   J * Qn  ^    f]oor 
mert committee which included 
Prof, and Mrs. Karl Woodcock, Mrs. 
Blanche Roberts and Prof. G. M. 
Robinson. 
EXAMS IN GROUPS 
System a  Radical Change, 
But Many Colleges 
LTse Like Plan 
In order to simplify the task of 
the professors who have two or 
more divisions of the same course, 
because many of the classrooms are 
overcrowded and their ventilation 
poor, and in order to prevent fre- 
quent last-minute shifting of exams, 
the administration has drawn up an 
elaborate scheme of exams whereby 
the exams will be held in groups in 
the Alumni Gymnasium. While ru- 
mored for some time on campus 
official notification has been with- 
held until this time. 
The official schedule released in 
the Student is a tentative one made 
so because the committee in charge 
in facing such a tremendous job for 
the first time realises that some 
courses may have been overlooked. 
Although the system has been check- 
ed and rechecked, the committee ur- 
ges any students finding conflicts to 
report them up to noon Saturday at 
the Registrar .i office. After that 
time the schedule will become defi- 
nite. 
All courses will have their exams 
in the Gym except those in the Fine 
Arts, which uses slides in a darken- 
ed room, and Geology, whose high- 
ly specialized equipment makes a 
transfer from Carnegie impractical. 
There is one innovation that has 
been found necessary this year—ex- 
ams in freshman Hygiene and the 
one hour public speaking courses 
wiM be held on the afternoon of the 
day classes close for the semester— 
Saturday at 3:30. The courses have 
been lettered from A to S and an at- 
tempt has been made to have the 
groups evenly divided numerically. 
The committee has found it M 
sary to outline several requirements 
in regard to using the gym. These 
are found at the top of this page. 
The plan, at best. Is an experi- 
ment said Dr. Lawrence, chairman 
of the committee, in an interview 
yesterday, but is an attempt on the 
part of the administration to make 
available at Pates a system that Is 
used at many other colleges; Bow- 
doin, for instance, has used the same 
principle for some time. 
The plan came into being when 
the administration requested the 
Registration Committee to draw up a 
schedule for more uniform exams. 
The Committee turned the actual 
job over to a sub-committee consist- 
ing of Dr. Lawrence, chairman; the 
Registrar. Hies l.ihby; Mr. Wilkins, 
and  Mr.  Stewart. 
—— :o: ■ 
Bates Teams To 
Give Exhibition 
Debate, WCSH 
Two Teams Will Oppose 
Each Other On Live 
Topic Jan. 21 
The junior varsity radio debate, 
intended for Monday evening, was 
postponed due to the illness of the 
University of Maine debaters. This 
will take place sometime in Feb- 
ruary. However, on Saturday eve- 
ning. January 21st, at 8 o'clock, over 
WCSH Portland, two Bates teams 
will give an exhibition debate on 
the national high school debate sub- 
ject; resolved: That at least 50% of 
the state and local revenues should 
come from a source other than tan- 
gile property. This topic is used by 
more than 6000 high schools over 
the country. The discussion of such 
a subject is especially pertinent be- 
cause the Maine Legislature is at 
present discussing proposals for 
sales tax, income tax, and tax on 
tangible property. The debate will 
undoubtedly benefit the 60 schools 
which are debating the topic under 
the direction of the Bates Debating 
Council. The affirmative team will 
consist of Carleton Mabee '36 and 
Wendall May '34. The negative 
team is made up of William Green- 
wood '36 and Edmund  Musfcie '36. 
The English 4nA Players met on 
Mon.. Jan. 9. The club is considerlmg 
broadcasting a play by radio. The 
committee appointed to take charge 
of the broadcasting is made up of: 
Walter Gerge '33, Jack David '34, 
and Ruth Benham  '33. 
Prof.  Robinson  announced  at  the 
were it to be represented     intercol- 
legiately. 
dn looking over the individual 
players on each class team, we find 
each lineup sprinkled with stars and 
consistently good performers. The 
freshman class offers a particularly 
imposing list of former prep and 
high school stars. Ernie Clark, 
former All-Slaine guard,    is playing 
PHIL-HELLENIC CLUB 
TO ENTERTAIN LOCAL 
GREEK TOWNSPEOPLE 
meeting that "A Winter's Tale" had. 0f Plymouth High compose    a fast, 
i»_ _ K_I       nli i-. -. f»«.      fiv-      4\* !■,•«      ^'por'c      CVinlrit ■ ._i       _ a      i" .  ........ J»       ^_1_ n .      *-• 
Continued on Page 3 Col 4 
been chosen for this year's Shake- 
spearian play. George Austin will as- 
sist with the coaching. 
The  Phil-Hellenic   club   will   hold 
a reception  for the local Greek resi- 
dents     in  Chase  Hall,  Jan.   24,     at 
center  for  the freshmen.   He  is  big j 7.30  P. M. All students and persons 
and  naturally a fine player. Conrad j interested   in   the   Greek     language 
of  Everett  High  and  Jeff   Enagonio | and   culture   are  invited   to   attend. 
The students committee in charge 
consists of Abbott P. Smith '35 and 
Elizabeth D. McGrath '33 to co- 
operation with Vincent J. Kirby '34. 
clever pair of forwards, while Cur- 
Continued on Page 3 Col 6 
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is ■„ (|u..stifni which comes in a plaintive treble from sonve of our 
elders who feel the walls of their institutions crumbling about them, 
but who do not want to see what is going on. The scientific attitude 
has been grilled so thoroughly into the mind of the student today 
that he does not see anything, except as a subject to be weighed, 
appraised and evaluated. Perhaps this accounts to a certain extent 
for the questioning of mores and institutions which is going on) to 
• an unprecedented extent. 
In this scramble to measure everything, something valuable has 
I been lost. It is a quality which is to be found in men of real learning 
A. J. Latham, jr., '83 i evervwliere. and we have reference to that childlike sense of wonder 
(Tel. 83364) 'which is to be found rarely in the student today. For four yeafcs trf 
K\VS?\\iwtml '33U collesre course one learns to tear things apart and see what makes 
(Tel.  3200) 
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BUSINESS MANAGER 
3£ "'MR. ROWE, IN ALUMNUS, SAYS 
NOTHING WRONG WITH STUDENT 
The  World  ^ 
X  —-K 
By JAMES BALAXO 
Praises Makeup And News Material—Opposed 
To Censorship Of Editorials—Dobravolsky 
Athletic Editor Of Book 
, with tUe^atesiBird Sanctuary to the Staiiton Bird 
., nuerv which strikes Club. The design of the bookplate 
e   reader  who  chances   which   was   made   by   t-eorge  Whar- 
What   is   wrong  wit 
Student?"  is 
REPORTORIAL STAFF 
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them go, but like the little child with the alarm alack, it bVcoin;>s 
quite   impossible  to  put   things  together  agaim so  fthat   life  becomes 
the unity that it was. The complexities of life that have been reveal- 
ed to us in the search to find out "what makes the world go"' do not 
make sense and have no meaning for u.s. 
The trouble lies in) the fact that we have not learned to appre- 
ciate as will as to criticise. It may lie said that to understand is to 
appreciate, yet the child who takes the clock apart finds that the 
tiling "that makes it go" eludes his searching hands. H.i too. we com 
lo think that the world about us is nothing more "than the sum of its 
parts, and fail to see the essential unity of life. 
A Student of remarkable literary ability during his first two 
yeara at this college, remarked after his graduation that the whole 
1 ,'ti e-s had so curbed the play of whatever creative ability be had 
' f-ii yUis Pond] '36.so that like the bird with clipped wings he felt his earth-boun.lt id- 
R.,!.cr':"saimi'.'r« 'IS noss- -^ smattering of knowledge about the varied fields of human 
endeavor does not broaden horizons, but only serves to heighten 
confusion because there is no relationship between the parts. It is 
only through perceiving the relationship of what knowledge we have 
today, to its component parts and to the efforts of men of the past 
in find the truth, that, we can understand the long upward climb 
which has led men to find an increasing meaning in life, 
I'liiinpiiie      .Hue-, ,   ,,             n =    >v„.L»    ~—»  - -        - --■>-    '"w  
-*.*»  \!?W*M^**m*a^^**!*   -on, Kdwards.^art^st  -jOm*** 
a   typical     Maine    wood!, 
jennence   nas   passuu   u>  a   —-* '.i.„ o-i-mco at  a  lnirtieuiai   I<«B- —  —r-     .. ,    __  „....«,. 
vote of the House and Senate strong **ff%J**J the  Bates Alumnus. I   !   built  around   an  outdoor 
enough  to  override  the  presidential. ..Hal.ri,.owe;   His  Pa e 
veto. 
Willard   lliggins,   '35 
Margaret   Hoxie,   '35 
Oorothy   Kimhall.   '35 
Carl   Milliken.   '85 
7ean   Murray,   '35 
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ge"   is  the  fea-  showing 
deals  with     the  above   scene. 
One hardly knows how to account J»™  -■■—      ill(er6sting    aud  keen Review of Summer Bessloa, 
for this sudden show of ideaiism and: ]ml|iner   ji,._  Kowe in every fair ap-        A  reVjew  0f  the activities of ti 
magnaminity    on  the    part of our;    .ajsal ' 0f   undergraduate     publica- 
national legislature;. t«0 I savs  that on the whole there 
Surely it is unusual.    It is known nothing   wrong.     He  contrasts  it 
;hat the islands are controlled hy|with students of the past and corn- 
American capitalists, and that an I Jncnts on tne growth and develop- 
impcrtant strategic position could be; ,ne... cf tllis publication into a first 
set up there in time of war. Also the ^.^ (ollege weekly. The "Election 
national tpreee has been playing up Ex,,..,-• drew forth favorable atten- 
tion as did the general makeup of 
the paper a:.d the news material. 
With regard to the editorial policy 
Student,     Mr.   Kowe     makes 
Subscription,  S2.7M  par year  in advance. Single Copies,  Ten  Cents   I [f   \V>.   llaVO   lleVl'i'   linil'Velled   at.   tile   Soft   wllitlU'NS   of   the   f'jillill'J 
one ^SZS^^J^AS^J^^JS^^' °' 'he BUS"";SS *"; «now, or hav,   failed to appreciate the struggles of sobbing humanity 
Member   of   New   England   Intercolleftiste   Newspaper   Association. through   tile   centimes   ill   the   (lllesl    for   the   "what      make-, 
bed   Wednesdays   during   the  College   Year   by   Students   o(   Bates  College. Publish  .. 
Entered  as second  class   matter of the  post  office at  Leuiston.   Maine. 
The Editor-in-Chief assumes full raspOBsibility for all material appearing in the edito- 
rial column. Copyright! reserved. The Managing Editor is in charge of all axtielee in the 
News Columns. 
Printed  by  Le Messager Publishing Company,  Lewiston,  Maine. 
GOVERNOR BRANN 
The Maine Republicans, who consoled themselves with the fact 
that their party controlled both houses of the slate legislature. h;:v ■ 
found to their surprise that Governor Brann is going to have enough 
Democratic support to uphold his veto, and therefore is in a position 
to bargain with them on even terms. The governor, however, in hi* 
inaugural address placed heavy emphasis upon the necessity for 
united action in this crisis in the life of the state, and deplored any 
action which woe.:.I tend to splii the houses on purely party lines. 
Since his election Governor Brann has evinced a strong determi- 
nation to exercise every power at his command to better a situation 
which baffli - the mind of the capitalist world. In spite of our recent 
criticism, which the governor upheld as justifiable in a subsequent 
appearance on the campus, we feel that he is making a sincere and 
hone-1; attempt to solve the problems of the state. His proposal to 
tax the gross incomes of power companies indicates that he does not 
kow-tow to the Instill interests. Taxes orq higher incomes, together 
with legislation to do away with the black lists, to prevent future 
Hisenfranehisement of persons on the relief department of the city 
ami his offer to reduce voluntarily his own salary indicate that 
Governor Brann is interested in serving the interests of the people, 
rather than the interests of a privileged few. 
ARE 0R1BP.ERS THE CRABBERS.' 
The news that all examinations are to be held in the men's gym 
tinder the careful surveillance of the professors has met with con- 
siderable trepidation in some quarters. The idea that the "orabbers" 
are doing most of the "crabbing" is more, or less true, but there are 
also some real students who feel that the change of environment will 
tend to upset the workings of their delicately adjusted minds. 
Mental pictures of instructors handcuffed to students taking 
exams; of instructors slung from the rafters overhead to watch; of 
proctors marching "round and 'round the room; and of a tall beacon 
locatt'.l in tin' noddle of the room from which the eagle eye of the 
prof may find out the crib written on the thumb-nail, or on the cuff, 
or rolled on the match have filled the nights of those who are mi-- 
prepared and desperate with wild nightmares. 
There can be no question that this new plan "ill have certain 
benefits. It will allow all divisions in a course to take the same exam: 
will standardize the prooeadure of exams thus insuring a more 
equitable marking system: will curb cribbing: and will give a well- 
lighted and well-ventilated environment in place of the stuffy and 
ill-lighted classroom in which sonic exams are given. 
Then too. if 'necessity is the mother of invention" we may ex- 
pect to see even more ingenious and amazing methods of "conveying 
facts from hook to examination paper without having them go 
through either the mind of student or instructor/' 
If we must have exams we might just as well have them 
standardized, and conducted utnder a fool-proof system as under a 
haphazard in lividualistie system. We are of the opinion, however, 
that, exams are of little or no value as an index of what a student 
is gifting out id' a course. As the President said the other day the 
'exams |we   have   here  are  lite   least   important   of  those  we  have  to 
life     go.' 
our lives are barren. If we are not stirred to a feeling of gratefulness 
as we learn of the sacrifices of great souls in all ages, we are not 
worthy of our inheritance. Finally, if our college curriculum is so 
organized that it does not bring students to see the meaning of it all. 
and  leaves them after four years of intensive study sitting on the 
floor witli the parts or'the universe scattered about tl 1. bewildered 
and unappreciative, then it needs revision. 
MERCOLlEdTf 
i Japan 
—*—'^^~J\. . M«  
By MILDKEI)  HOLLYWOOD 
At last the troubles of those B. U. 
women whose lnkl-Victorian gowns 
fit rather too closely about the hipti. 
are over. A painless, iu tact, an en- 
joyable method guaranteed to de- 
. it :i-e the size of feminie hips at the 
rate of one inch in two weeks, has 
beeu introduced by Mfes Dobbins, 
supervisor of physical activities of 
B.  II. women. 
A game called "pushball" is re- 
sponsible for this method of develop- 
ing "snake hips". It is played with a 
ball by members of two teams lying 
flat en their backs, with their hands 
on the floor and their legs in the air. 
The ball cannot be touched with the 
bands, and the first team that sends 
it beyond the reach of the legs of the 
opposing  team  wins  one point. 
Not a bad idee, that, d'yuh think? 
Nude figures composing the 
fountains on the McOill Univ. cam- 
pus have so aroused the pity of the 
undergrade on these cold—that's 
patting it mildly—days that some 
kindly undergrad sneaked up in the 
rTark and painted some blue under- 
garments on them. Feeling that this 
wasn't enuf, a suit of warm red 
flannels was tenderly painted on by 
another group of studes in that 
theah place, 
take, yet in the minds of a majority of students they loom    as all-jHe  holds   him  with   his   glittering 
important.  Eventually educators will come to see that  there is no| 
value to be derived from having students cram for a week, rush in 
to an exHun and write the memorized material on the    paper,    and 
then tear out to forget it promptly. It must be admitted that this is 
whai  happens in countless cases. If a professor    cannot    tell    what 
grade a student deserves after having had him for a semester, then 
he ought to admit that the student is the better man and giv1.' him 
a good mark on general principles. 
WHY ARE STUDENTS CRITICAL ? 
It is a paradox of our educational system that students are 
usually condemned for the .exercise of a faculty which every course 
they take te.mls to develop in them. "Why are students so critical .'" 
Another Day Will Come 
t'KLlA   THAXTER    (1 *Mr>-1804) 
Upon the sadness of the sea 
The sunset broods regretfully ; 
From the far. lonely spaces, 
Withdraws the wistful afterglow. 
So out of life the splendor dies ; 
So darken, all the happy skies : 
So gathers twilight, could and stern ; 
But overhead the planets burn. 
And up the east another day 
Shall chase the bitter dark away ; 
What, though our eyes with tears be wet ? 
The sunrise never failed us yet. 
The blush of dawn may yet restore 
Our light and hope and joy once more. 
Sad soul, take comfort, nor forget 
That smnrise never failed us yet ! 
Continued from Page One 
tiovernment, bewildered by what has 
been going on. ordered General Liu 
Wi u-chl's [orcea 10 Kangting for the 
purpose of defending the border of 
the  Szechuan   Province. • 
The disturbance!- in China can 
further be illustrated by pointing out 
on account of General Liu's a.bsencf 
from his base of operations. General 
:.: i Hsiang started military opera- 
tions at Chungking to extend the 
■phere of his personal influence, and 
the two forces clashed on September 
o 
Much   Disorder 
The Szechuan Province conse- 
quently came to know great disorder. 
General -Chiang Kai-ehl k. still reco- 
gnized by some as the power in the 
state of China, sen; the following 
telegrams to both of the warring 
generals in Szechuan at the 'begin- 
ning of the month of October: 
"The outbreak of a civil war in 
Szechuan is most regrettable, es- 
pecially at the present moment when 
the Tibetan forces are now itivadin 
Szechuan. This state of affairs will 
give a-bad impre-fcion to the League 
of Nations, revealing the lack of uni- 
ty and  discipline in  China." 
Stilt another keen strife exists. 
this one among various factions in 
Kukien Province regarding thi 
choice of the provincial governor. 
The outbreak of civil war between 
the troops of the 19th Route Army 
and the provincial troops of Fukien 
is threatened. Tin tilth Route Army 
has been in Fukien since the settle- 
ment of the Shanghai affair, and it 
is reported that it will take military 
action to install Chiang Kuantir.u 
as governor. 
Communist   Itainlits 
Another press notice in Michi- 
Michi reports that both Fukien and 
another province. Hupei. are over- 
ridden witli communist  bandits. 
"General Chiang Kai-shek's forces 
are engaged in the subjugation of 
the communist bandits in Hupei 
Province," the article saj"s, "but the 
communists in Fukien are still dis- 
playing great activity, having occu- 
pied Pocheng, Tsungan, Fengpo. 
Kienyang and Lungyuan." 
The Chinese authorities are un- 
able to maintain order even in the 
neighborhood of Shanghai, according 
to this article. A freight train, which 
leitt Shanghai on September 29, and 
another train which left Chanju sta- 
tion on the same day. were attacked 
and pillaged by bandits at a point 
at about five miles west of Shanghai. 
The constant lack of unity among 
the leaders of Nanking, the friction 
between the Nanking and the Can- 
ton factions, and the instability of 
the Nanking Government are too 
well known to be mentioned, the ar- 
ticle claims. It says that Nanking is 
literally i deserted capital with prac- 
tically all the leading officials stay- 
ing away from the city. 
V AfiAINTO SPONSOR 
SALE OF USED BOOKS 
Arrangements are now being made 
for the second  hand  bookstore     for 
the second semester to be sponsored 
by the Y.M.C.A.  Attention is called 
to     the     methods    of running     this 
agency. The student brings his books 
to  the  Y  off he     and  sets  his     own 
1 rice   on   the   books.   He   is  given   a 
iii recording the books and the set 
price.  The  agency  is   then     opened 
and the purchasers buy the books at 
Vis price set by the owners. At the 
end  of the sales -period  the  student 
Solidas Latina met Tues.. Jan.  10,! r
u''°" . Presentation   of   his  slip     will 
in Libby Forum. Florence Ogden '33 ■ ["* \e  *"   M?ne>''  "   l?h» v°v, ,'^ 
was in  charge of the meeting. Alice' r
b"ei vf,






| receives no profit by the transactions 
ter-   actinK   merely  as  an   easier   way  o' 
Stylus     contributes     this     "Poem 
with  a   Moral": 
H is a solemn Sophomore 
And his eyes lit  up with glee.— 
"By   thy   grass-green   cap,  and   long 
handbag. 
Thou art a Frosh." quoth he. 
"The period bells ring wildly out. 
And I must get to class—" 
"The time is met. the scene is wet". . 
"I  prithee, let me pass!" 
eye- 
Tbe Freshman stands in awe, 
And listens like a three year's child: 
The Soph 'lays down the law. 
"Now croon the Alma Mater you"— 
"1  cannot, sir. I fear"— 
"Well   go  ahead;     I'm   much  worse 
off,— 
You know I've got to heaT." 
The  Frosh hath  gained  the  opening 
bars. 
Red as a rose is he, 
Fcr at    his    sound a    crowd  comes 
'round 
To hark the melody. 
Alone, alone, all, all alone, 
Alone on a quaking C, 
And never a Soph took pity on 
This songster's agony. 
He best is liked who doth his best. 
Ail  things both great and small, 
That any  Sophomore request. 
From now till end of fall. 
And this the moral of my tale: , 
When   vengeance full you yearn. 
Remember that the year will come 
When you'll all have your turn. 
SOLIDAS LATINA 
(Boston Globe) 
making     the  study  of Latin 
•ting  to first year Tiigh school stu- 
dents,  Eva Sonstroem '33  talked on 
helping students to sell their second 
hand   books.     Watch     the     bulletin 
mw   Latin  subjects   for  second  and  5^*"^««« $ »5\t **%«** 
third year etudents. The subject of 
Florence Ogden's talk was the 
<li:i!iKiug L/atin curriculum. 
Phyllis Gillman '33 has been 
• saignad to talk on the biography of 
President Ohe*ey of Bates who 
wrote the Bates motto, Amore ac 
Studio, at the next meeting. 
your  books  to  the  Y office  and   for 
fine opening of the store. 
GLEE   CLUBS 
The Women's and Men's Glee 
Clubs have been rehearsing jointly 
for the last few weeks, for their part 
in the program  of the Pop Concert. 
the .ideal chances of war were the 
Phillipines to be freed and made a 
pawn on the chessboard of inter- 
national affaire. In spite of all these 
tacts, f.i.ts that have in the past 
made our legislature act along the 
:-.ie I conservative lints the Congress- 
men seem to have recently taken a 
more idealistic .motive. Can it be 
thai they realize that the Phillipines 
suited for independence or that 
Japan could better govern a race 
related to them than the natives of 
,<he islands are to the present rulers 
in Congress think that by 
relinquishing this far eastern pos- 
ion that the United States may 
be less immune to becoming em- 
broiled  in far eastern  disputes? 
These     are  all  very     worthy  and 
idealistic reasons why the Phillipines 
hon!:l   lie freed  and  perhaps     Con- 
has  taken   them  into  account, 
la  view     of    Congressional     history 
would  well     believe  that     such 
,-  wi     ■ not at  '.east paramount. 
!:   tead     it  is easier     to  think   that 
Don tn   - was more materialistic and 
•( ;i   -   - to get rid of the Phillipine 
merely for the sake of getting rid of 
hi . .  be ause they are not an asset. 
Phillipines   are  hard   hit   financially 
i      use of  the depression.  They are 
. [ only slight value as a naval  base 
for    ..  I ir   the   nine     power     treaty 
they cannot be fortified. They are an 
- burden.     The cost of 
tatloning  a   naval  fleet  within   the 
Inity  of  th?  islands  is great.  For 
;hes"  reasons  and  various  others of 
iich   materialistic   caliber   one   may 
believe   that     the  House   of     repre- 
sentatii i - over the veto. 
In   case   a   condemnation     of   un- 
iasti:     heaped   upon  the  attitude   it 
.; only lair to say that public opinion 
i.iv  have stimulated   Congress  into 
eving   that   liberation     was  ethi- 
i'.!y right. Supplementing this  was 
■j  most  persuading plea  by a native 
Filipino. Mr.  Oeiae,  made before the 
Mouse for,the purpose of overriding 
:.e   veto. 
The attitude of  President  Hoover 
is equally as  hard     to  comprehend. 
Whether he    is acting the    part of 
minion to vested property owners or 
whether he sincerely    believes    that 
ration  of the  Islands  will  result 
in   international   complications     be- 
tween   the   United   States   and   Japan 
is  hard  to  say.     lie  has  upheld  the 
latter  stand -verbally  and   surely   it 
is   plausible,   especially  in   this  time 
of    ill    feeling    between     the     two 
countries.  There     can  be  no     doubt 
Japan   would   readily  grab   the 
islands  given   the slightest   provoca- 
tion  for land and expansion  are the 
v, rj keynotes to Japanese policy. We 
indeed  seen     that  lately     and 
realize  that  not     only  is  the     need 
>•  but the stimulus as  well. The 
military  party controls the Japanese 
government  and   it's  militant    pro- 
1s arc much akin to these of the 
ex-Kaiser's and  Mussolini's. 
Rise of Von Selilicvlicr 
To the college student and especial- 
!.' to one interested In affairs of 
government and personalities the 
vi-.-n and rule of the world's leaders 
;< a subject for study. That Coolidge 
i through qualities of depend- 
ability and silence is generally taken 
as a fact. The phenomenal growth 
of Mussolini's power can be attri- 
buted to circumstances skillfully 
handled. Indeed in most cases of 
rapid and powerful rise to power. 
this condition prevails. It is merely 
a matter of how well the circum- 
stances are handled. 
A more recent case is very Inter- 
esting. That is the rise of General 
Kurt "von Schliech'er to the chancel- 
lorship of the German Repr 
Since he has become chancellor his 
name has appeared in international 
line- almost daily, yet it is said 
that even before the world had heard 
of him that he was the "power 
behind the throne" in German 
politics. 
A man destined to the military by 
ancestry, he was more naturally 
endowed for the career of a diplomat 
or lawyer, die served in the World 
War as an important cog in the 
administration corps of the Imperial 
army. Although he saw some field 
service the major part of his time 
was spent at headquarters where he 
made valuable connections and 
acquantances that to this day are of 
inestimable value to him in the 
dangerous political role that he 
pursues. Upon the advent of the 
Republic he retired from pub:: 
service as did a great part of the 
old administrative and ruling class. 
This was but temporary though, for 
after a few years of socialism the 
Barman nation seemed to yearn 
electorally, ,f0Y more conservative 
and  reactionary leaders. 
In this yearning for conventional 
leaders von Sehliecher saw his 
chance. With this stimulus and the 
added help of his former "connec- 
tions" he emerged from 
and  offices     of  the 
ap 
1932 summer session at Bates is 
given in a compact manner, includ- 
ing a list of the Bates graduates 
who attended, makir.g a number of 
eightv present out of a total enroll- 
men of 263. An account of the c0- 
cial affairs of the session under the 
direction  of  Mary  E.  Geary  '27 was 
Of   the 
given. 
A review of the various events at 
the college this fall is presented 
under  the  title  of  "Under  the Sha- 
the  observation  that if students are (J()w     Q(   MouIlt     David".     Some of 
to  develop  and  exercise  their  intel these are the work of the  4A Plav. 
ligence in the solution of social and ertf    t]le   William   Butler   Yeats  le'(- 
economic  problems,  it  must be done ture_  and   Freshman     Stunt     Night, 
in  an  atmosphere of  freedom.   If  at Rtt(;,lt   innovations  such  as  co-edu- 
times the student shows symptoms 
of "intellectual growing pains , 
that Is no more than can be expect- 
ed, aud indicates that there is at 
least life there which may grow in 
to something worthwhile. He is 
against repression and censorship 
and pleads for more tolerance on 
the part of the alumni group. 
Opening; i'ages 
The   first  few  pages of the  Issue 
pus 
cational seating, new cut rulings, 
abolition of Freshman initiation; 
and new changes around the cam- 
.sucli as the chain link fe-ne« 
around Garcelon Field and the un- 
der ground wiring system are des- 
cribed. 
Article  By  Morej 
There   are  two  divisions    to th* 
athletic   section    of      the   magazine. 
are devoted to the reprinting of the The first article is written by Coach 
Constitution and By-Laws of the Dave Morey on the l!M^ footbail 
Mumni Association of Bates College. ' season, and in this expresses his 
Here the rules concerning the orga-; opl'.ion of the games of the fall. In 
nizition and membership of the so- j the second porton, the undergrad- 
ciety especially that of the Alumr.i Uate body of Bates is represented 
Council, the administrative body, by John J. Dobravolsky 33 who 
are  reviewed writes  a   review   of  the  athletics of 
Under the heading "Many Alum- i this year. He treats the football 
ni Return for Bates Night", a series games and teams, the cross country 
Of short paragraphs tells of the meets and speaks of the prospects 
several features of the Back to of the coming track season. Dobra- 
Bates week-end this fall. These are volsky was a member of the varsity 
the festivities of Bates Night both foctball team, is the editor-in-chief 
of the women at Chase Hall and the of the 1933 Mirror, treasurer of Phi 
men at the Alumni Gym; the talk Sigma Iota, and a member of La 
by Oren C .Boothby '96 in chapel 
Saturday morning; and the Varsity 
. lub dance Saturday night. There is 
also in the article a list of all th? 
alumni who registered in Chase 
Hall.  • 
illustrated     by  a   reproduction  of  the  various alumni  associations and 
bookplate given by Dr. A. W. Antho-   notes from th egraduate classes. Ir. 
marriages and  deaths that have oc- 
curred recently are noted. 
The Editorial Board of "Tin- 
Bates Alumnus" is as follows: 
John L. Reade '83, Ethel Pierce 
'94. Alice Lord '99, Elizabeth Dex- 
ter '08, Charles Packard '19, Prof. 
A.   N.   Leonard,     Harry  Rowe    '12, 
Petite     Academie  and     of  Spofford 
Clc.b. 
The remainder of the magazine is 
i f particular interest to the alumni 
as it includes notes from the various 
alumni     associations.     In  these the 
ny Cobb '85 to the college library 
for use in the Anthony collection of 
bock; which are being purhased 
from a fund established in memory 
< ." his sister, Mi.'s Kate Jackson, an] 
article tells about her various con- 
nections  with  Bates. , 
Miss     Anthony       who     died       in 
New  York City Jan.  IS,  1930  had a   Managing  Editor,  Helen  Whitehouse 
life-long interest in nature. She and   '10.  Assistant  Editor,  and  John Do- 
her  brother     gave     the     Thorncrag   bra volsky   '33,  Athletic  Writer. 
MR. LEWISDESCRIBESTVENICE- 
IN TALK AT Y. WJWEETLVG 
Gives   Vivid   Description Of   Venetian   Traffic 
Problem   And   Its   Solution—European 
Breakfasts "Mere Formalities" 
Prof. Ho.veil Lewis spoke to a 
large crowd at the regular Y. W. 
meeting in Rand reception rotini last 
Wednesday night. After a brief 
l orship service conducted by Jerry 
Edwards '34, Mr. Lewis gave a talk 
an his travels in Europe. 
As  he  had  only a few  minutes to 
of both places and described them 
in detail, also telling how it took 
him about two hours and a half to 
ri aih the square even though it was 
o:iiy a quarter of a mile from his 
hotel. 
The  one   thing   that   he  criticized 
was     European     breakfasts,    saying 
tu!k   he   had   decided   to   choose   the   that they are "mere formalities, with 
name cf one special city;  for having 
been  in  eleven  different countries  it 
was quite impossible to give even the! 
hJgh'lights of  each.  So.  Anally,   with: 
the help of the radio and  the  theme 
sing.     "Ven-ice   Sleepy   Time  Down 
South", he decided on Venice. 
Memories Of English Girls 
This day in Venice came din fclj 
after a beautiful trip from Vienna 
in a typical German car on a very 
hot day. This trip recalled a variety 
of memories to him, memories of 
English girls, of his knowledge of 
Italian, as weH as both the value and 
difficulties of travelling third class. 
He showed a map of Venice, which 
proved to be the theme of his whole 
talk; for with every new topic it 
was shown so that a graphic idea of 
might  be given. 
He told of his experience when he 
stayed up until the wee hours in 
order to si ,- the Crown Prince "come'      ,„„,.. f„„ ,•, . ,,,, „ 
tearing down the Grand Canal." He . ' a'-" for tne alln"al Winter Car- 
told of the traffic problems and the "J,™- J" sponsored by the Outi.i.K 
methods of solving them in waterway ( !"l).' sne_ every indication that this 
traffic. St. Marks Square and St. ••ear s an.aT W1" .b« a huge success. 
Mark's    Cathedra]     became     quite 
hollow    rolls    and butter rolled up 
into shells as  thin as  tissue  paper." 
Iron Justice 
Another place of interest which he 
ribed   was   the     palace     of  the 
Dukes,   mentioning     especially     the 
lie  of justice  which  consisted  of 
a .man   holding  a  big  iron  ball.  Mi. 
Lewis   explaining  that  in   the   olden 
days  if  a  man  were  being  tried,  he 
walked  under that statue and if the 
iron ball fell and hit him on the head 




For Next Month 
familiar after he had shown pictures 
the army. So when the reactionaries 
came into power this gentleman of 
fortune found not only people that 
wanted his influence, but he found 
that the party policy of von Papen's 
conservative government was more 
suited to the old German policies 
that von Schleicher espoused. 
Made Minister of Defence in the 
conservative ministry he waged un- 
ceasing   war   upon   ipolitical   armies 
Long before the Christmas vaca- 
tion, committees for the variou* 
events were chosen and since the" 
have been exerting Herculean effort* 
in the hope of making this Carnival 
the best that has been seen here. 
The dates have already been given 
out as Feb. 9-10-11. By that time, 
it is hoped that the smoke will all 
be cleared away from the battle- 
field of examinations and its plac 
taken by a thick blanket of good 
old   New  England  snow. 
It is expected that many of the 
alumni   will   be   on   campus   durinp 
ed by Hitler. To the Communists ha 
was .!so especially punitive. 
Although von Papen was chancel- 
lor there was little doubt expressed 
that this glamourous personality 
von Sehliecher. was really the guid- 
Lng genius of the policy as well 
'•c ec-j aa the foundation upon which the 
his desks government based it's power. Thus 
Reichswer and it was not a great surprise that he 
by telephone diplomacy' rose to be. was asked by President von Hinden 
an important figure in a very short! burg to form the new cabinet He 
. ' , 4U   , I 
nas '"'"tinued to carry out the'exact 
As one of the leaders of the Reich-  policies  of  the  former   ministry     in 
wer or^German republican army he   which he was    the    "power behind 
making  it  one  of  the   the throne" and according to all late 
reports as well as eminent authority 
in   Germany and  even  went so  far 
i ;   to  order  complete   disarming  of      at week as year °y vear. interest 
the large  Fascist  organization  head-   haa   ' 
had  aided  in 
most  perfectly drilled  and  equipped 
armies in Europe. From this point of 
vantage  he   was' a   valuable  man  to 
have behind any government for he 
very nearly controlled the policy of  for the future 
General Kurt von Sehliecher with his 
telephone diplomacy' continues to 
hold   - 
increased in the Carnival un"' 
today a great many of the former 
graduates look forward to the affair 
of the Winter Season with as much 
interest as any of the numerous ra- 
bid Carnival enthusiasts on campus 
at the  present  time. 
Such popular features as the 
Faculty-Student baseball game °n 
snowshoes. the Winter Sports team 
meet with some opponent not >''* 
announced, tho inter-dorm meets, 
the all college skate, and the Car- 
nival Hop will be on a bigger scale 
than ever this year. A Carnival 
Queen will again be chosen and prp- 
seated at the Hop, on the conclud- 
ing evening  of the carnival. 
It is hoped that everv student 
will co-operate,   by   participating  '" 
isorae event if possible, to help make 
ir^i.!Wa>   and   Dro:lli66 well I the   Carnival   a   hundred     per cent 
success. 
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BATES TO MEET COLBY HERE 
FRIDAY IN SERIES—FIRST ICE 
CLASHJFJTCATHER PERMITS 
Game Sched^Je^rdaFATBowdoin Post 
poned Until After Exams-Heldman, 111 
10 ge Replaced By Flynn 
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COLBY IN TOWN 
Tilt With Cyclones Oiily 
Gaine Played By Team' 
This Season 
Hockey weather .being as far from 
Lewiston as it  is from Key West, it 
i^ difficult to say Bates will open its 
,-tate  series   schedule   Friday   after- 
noon entertaining Colby in the Bart-' 
lett  Street   frigidaire.   Reports   have ' 
come out now and  then stating that 
Bates     would     open     its  collegiate 
hockey season     at one time or an- 
other,   but   the  elements   have   been 
against such action, and to date, the 
only hockey that has been played by > 
ihe Bates players has 'been the soli-: 
iary  game  against   the  Cyclones  on ! 
January   6.   The  game  scheduled   to 
be  played  yesterday     at  Brunswick 
has  been   postponed   until   after   ex- 
aminations are completed. 
However, if weather permits, and j 
nothing else presents itself as a con- 
flict. Bates wil play Colby at the 
Arena Friday afternoon; the game 
will begin shortly after three thirty. 
One Game This Semester 
The Colby game promises to be the 
only one which wiH be played by the 
.-quad before mid-years. The game at 
New Hampshire. which had been 
postponed till the twenty-eighth of 
this month, imay have to be cancell- 
ed on account of the revised examin- 
ation schedule which has the exam- 
ination period beginning on that day. 
It is a matter of policy here at Bates 
not to permit any athletic contest 
during the examination period, even 
though none of the players on the 
team have any examinations of their 
own on that day. 
It is argued by some of the men 
interested in hockey that the athletic 
office ought to arrange to transfer 
some of these out-of-town dates to 
the .Lewiston rink, on account of bet- 
ter ice made possible by the covered 
arena features here. This is impossi- 
ble, however, with the condition of 
the athletic budget as it is at pre- 
bent. lot a game is played here, a 
guarantee has to be ipaid by Bates 
to the visiting team, and the revenue 
derived from hockey contests is far 
from enough to equal the amount 
of the guarantee. The authorities feel 
it is impossible to  take money from 
other sources to make up the diffe- 
rGncc, 
As has been said before, McClus- 
Key has been handicapped in his 
work by the illness of several of his 
men. At ipresent. however, Heldman 
is the only man who is not in condi- 
tion to report for practice. If Held- 
man was not such an important cog 
in the Bates machine, prospects 
could .be said to be encouraging for 
the Colby game Friday. Mendall re- 
turned from a stay in the infirmary, 
yesterday, and will be out on skates 
as soon as he has rested enough. 
No I,mi"-l'|> Change 
Murphy is still the chief center 
candidate, and he is still being flank- 
ed by Bob Swett and Ken White, 
both of whom are good shooters and 
anxious for a little action. Berry, 
Soba, and Secor make up the rest of 
the first stringers, with Loonier, 
Moynihan, Roberts acting as a sec- 
ond forward line, and Gllman com- 
pleting the quartet of defense men. 
Brad iHill, Norman, Greig, MacBride 
and Knowles are also out for posi- 
tions. 
Colby, having lost Pomerleau, and 
having been bothered with illness as 
much as Bates, puts forward no 
claims of a pennant winning outfit as 
many claim for her. Wilson, Ross, 
and Vlolette are three men on the 
Wa-terville sextet whose ability is 
well known or too well known to 
Bates hockey men. Roes is a sopho- 
more wiho burned up the ice and 
made it melt when toe joined the 
Varsity last year. Violette is a man 
who performed splendid service on 
the gridiron last fall and who has 
the first claim on any alliMaine 
goalie selection that might be made. 
With those three, and the rest of the 
Colby skaters who always present a 
reliable outfit. Bates' chances are 
nothing more than something fifty- 
fifty. 
There is some dissatisfaction in 
hockey circles with the lack of trans- 
portation facilities between the 
down-town rink and the college. The 
hockey men understood that they 
had been promised suoh transporta- 
tion last year, and that the promise 
was renewed at the beginning of 
this year, one player told the Stu- 
dent. There are no shower facilities 
at the St. Dom's rink-side, and the 
men ifeel that they are not treated 
properly     when   they     are   made  to 
ITALIAN AND SPANISH MUSIC 
TO FEATURE POP CONCERT FRL 
T. J. Merpliy 
Fur  Company 
Est. 1873 
Lewiston, Maine 
There is a young lady in college 
"Who of furs has very keen knowledge. 
So see where she goes 
To buv her sport clothes 
Its to MURPHY'S the store for the college. 
Ski-Suits 
From $£.95 Up 
SEPARATE  TROUSERS 
$4.95 
Compliments of 
FIRST NATIONAL BANK 
LEWISTON 
Main Street 
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Most Of Entertainment Of Popular Winter Fimc-    Tn Be  Pooular 
tion In Third Year Here Will Take Form Of 




COAL, WOOD and COKE 
1801 Phones 1800 
11. Bat" Street 67A^SnM LEWISTON APBTJBN 
MOST     COMPLETE     AND      UP-TO-DATE 
Luggage Store Eut of Boston 
Fogg's  Leather   Store 
123   MAIN   ST, LEWISTON,   MAINE. 
Harry L. Plummer 
PORTRAIT—Commercial    and 
Finishing Photography 
New Studio 
At 135 Main St., 
Lewiston,     -    Maine. 
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l,as and Co-Eds 
OHASE  HAIJJ  
Plans for the third annual Pop 
Concert, given by the combined 
musical organizations of Bates, to 
be given next Friday night Jan 20 in 
the gymnasium, have been ' com- 
pleted. This year's concert promises 
to be even more interesting than the 
preceding ones, due to several in- 
novations in the way of presentation 
and in content. The greater part of 
the entertainment will be given on 
the main floor, rather than on the 
stage as before. 
Orphic Society To Opeu Program 
Toe Orphic society will open the i 
program, playing from 8:00 to 8:30, 
following which will be six dances, 
with music by Gormley's Bobcats. ' 
At ten o'clock the Bates Gypsies,' 
assisted by the combined musical 
clirbs, will present their entertain- 
ment. TheiT floor show, consisting of 
songs, dances, and other features, 
will appropriately emphasize Italian 
and Spanish music. The ensemble 
numbers given by the combined 
gTouipe from the stage will follow 
the same theme, and will complete 
their program. Dancing will then be 
resumed. 
Partial plans for the musical pro- '■ 
gram have been made. They include 
"O Sole i.Mio" by Sylvester Carter's 
quartet made up of Carter '34, Alden 
Gardner '34, Edward Prescott '33, 
and John Pierce '35. Lucienne Blan- 
chard '34 will sing "Dark Eyes" as 
a solo. Almus Thorpe '34 with hi6 
accordion next will offer "La Palo- 
ma", while Norman De Marco, the 
leader of the Little Symphony will 
offer as his violin solo an Italian 
number "Torna A Sorrento." 
The Grand Finale wHl be featured ! 
by Alene Sklllin.s '34 dancing accom-j 
panied by the Little Symphony. The j 
selections for this  will  be    "iLa Ca-1 
abacs"   and   •"Merrily   Merrily." 
Ticket* In iirrat Demand 
This social event is the only formal 
dance  of  the  year  open   to     towns- 
people, and it affords a pleasant 
opportunity for introduction. Much 
interest has been shown both on the 
campu6 and about town, as evidenced 
by the rapid sale of tickets. The few 
tables lett are going rapidly. Ticket.* 
may be purchased at the college book 
store and library, and from Edward 
Prescott '33. Walter Gerke '33, or 
George Austin "33. 
The committee in charge consists 
of: Miss Mabel Eaton, Mrs. Dexter 
Kneeland. Prof. Grosvernor Robin- 
6on, Mrs. William Sawyer, Professor 
Seldon T. Crafts. Amy Irish '33. 
Evelyn Rotte '33. Lucienne Blan- 
chard '34. George Austin '33. Ed- 
ward Prescott '33, and Henry La- 
Vallee '33. 
Attacks Dobie 
Event  Jan.  25  Before 
Exams Climax To Se- 
ries Of Matches 
Now  that   wrestling  has  been   in- 
troduced to the Bates sports public, 
and   seems   to   be   drawing   enough 
lion.   Brace PatMson  is all en- 
Uir.siaMie about the all college tour- 
whieli the Student is    to run a 
from YV . .Ian.  26. Pat- 
tison has two teams working out as 
regularly as thje grippe business will 
permit, and intends lo have them 
nee all they have ii. the light for the 
lilies   in   the   various   chtt     -. 
1: the Student is able to secure a 
willing college heavyweight, a box- 
ing encounter will be placed on the 
program, said heavy meeting Max 
Berg. Kan Weatherbee's Maine 
heavyweight champion. The bout 
would be an exhibition three round 
affair,   it  is  expected. 
PRESIDENT GRAY STRESSES 
TRAINING FOR EXAMS OF LIFE 
Pres. Gray States Necessities For Success ; De- 
pendability,  Natty Appearance,  Loyalty, 
Trustworthiness Among Requisites 
walk the distance from Bartlett 
Street to the campus after a stre- 
nous work-out after which they have 
no chance to change to street clothes. 
A member of the committee on 
athletics, queried by the Student on 
the matter, said he would take it up 
at the next meeting of the commit- 
tee. iHe agreed with the hockey men 
who are registering the complaint, 
he said, and would see what he could 
do about it. 
Continued from Page One 
down from behind the goal line, a 
quick kick or something like that. 
No. it is not the right way to help! 
the sport to reduce to nothing the. 
experimental efforts of all those 
who have helped to build football. 
Two  Hours  Enough 
As for football taking too much 
time, I disagree with Dobie again. 
An a-verage of two hours a day is all 
that the majority of coaches report 
as necessary for football practice 
and play. Other sports take much 
more time .and I believe are more 
complicated. Once a man has learn- 
ed the fundamentals, and most of 
them learn these before they come 
to college. H takes little time for 
them to master to changes in their 
.style of play which they must learn 
to con-form  with their new coach. 
The rules are not changed so 
considerably from year to year that 
the players cannot learn the new 
rules with a little effort. As to the 
general rules, the average American 
youth knows practically ail about 
them before he thinks of coming to 
college. Dobie's statement was that 
it was almost a full seasons work 
for players to learn the rules well. 
If  we  put  a  atop   to  the  definite 
strides   forward,   like   Dobie   would 
have us do. we would be taking the 
life out of the game. 
——. :o: 
The art of the cinema strikes a 
new low every time a film is such 
that its betholders can only enjoy 
themselves by applauding the villain. 
Dr. Gray Returns 
From Meeting Of 
Amer. Colleges 
Bates Head Says West- 
ern Schools Hard Hit 
By Depression 
During the past week I'rcs. Clif- 
ton D. Gray has attended at the an- 
nual meeting of the American As- 
Boclation of Colleges, held in At- 
lantie City. This is an organisation 
which represents about four hun- 
dred American colleges and univer- 
5.   The   atl was   smaller 
than   OSUOl,   due   to   the   depression. 
bU(   was   larger   than   expected.   As 
.  i!  is evident  that Col- 
in the Middle West have been 
more severely ..fleeted by the busi- 
sit nation than colleges in the 
East. Student bodies have been re- 
duced In many cases and it has been 
difficult to collect studeuM tees. In 
many instances college salaries have 
been  reduced. 
Pros.    Gray      has    returned      from 
this   meeting,   feeling     that   on   the 
who: i in  New  England 
most   fortunately     situated     in 
these  times  of  economic  difficulty.! 
Basketball 
Continued  from  Page One 
tin.  Pignone.     and     Benedetti 
capable  reserves.  Among   the  f; 
man guards Droboeky a    I  W Urnon, 
who played together on the Lewiston 
Sigh  team  last  yeav.  and     Sherman 
m  to  be    the most     outstanding. 
These three are hard  to beat. 
I.en/i SteOBg forward 
For   the   sophomore,-   Leno   Lenzi 
is  outstanding.     He  is     one  of   the 
Fastest   forwards  in   the college;   be 
pivots, passes,  dribbles,  and shoots, 
all  with equal prowess. Red Kimball 
is not  far  behind  him  and  the  pair 
make   a   flashy     forward   line.     At 
r towers big Brad Hill; Brad 
la a great defensive player. Valicenti 
Coleman are the guards, and 
though not very big make up for 
their size. Valicenti with his 
shiftiness and Coleman with his 
deadly eye for the basket. Walt Gay 
1,3 an efficient substitute. 
The juniors though they lout their 
;ir.-l game are expected to show im- 
provement in some of the 
games. Harold Millett, a cagey floor 
man. shines for the juniors. Other 
members of the junior team are 
Butler, Annien. Dillon, and E 
Seniors  Look  Strong 
The senior  team  certainly i 
off at a swift pace, and If Hi y 
it  up  they  are    sure to     be  a bar '. 
team to beat. Paul Hayden a)   :< 
:  constant  scoring    threat     as  la 
Dave  Pottle.  Johnny     Stevens     and 
.Mike Karkcs     are  a  pair     of  quick 
sing,  sure    shooting    forwards. 
Although King. Italia, and Gorhani, 
three proven veterans were not 
the lineup for the first game it is 
ted that they will be in there 
and playing their usual caliber of 
basketball.  Rocne    is another    man 
;        !.■-   -   lo   do   good   work   for 
; the seniors. 
With   four such aggregations    as 
i!i - ag  competitive basketball 
this   Winter,   it   is  obvious  thai   there 
will be some exciting game,-  in  store 
the   (ana   during   the     nex: 
w eke. ii is loo early yel    i  ittempt 
1 to   piek   the   winner     of   this 
However, from the general  brand of 
basketball   displayed   by   the   senior, 
unnore.  and   freshman     Quintets 
SO   far,   perhaps   it   would   not   be  out 
i of  place to  predict  a close  contest. 
"Far  more  important     than     the 
mid-years,"    said    President 
. Mon lay, In his Chapel address. 
"are  those     examinations  which  we 
must     face later in  life."    The first 
ation  after  the  student 
'eaves college is given him  when he 
mployment. 
Th( tour     very     important 
which   are     considered   by 
employers,   as shown   In   letters  re- 
1   by   the   college     asking     for 
-.   and   In  talks  with  Bates 
alumni  who  have made  names     for 
nselTQS in the world. 
The fins! of these four qualities is 
.    appearance. Preparation for 
Mil     in     this     subject 
• 'resident   Gray,  while, 
v  n before, the boy or girl is In 
college. 
Next comes dependability,    which 
.eryone     knows,     is    of     great 
il lance.   Many  things  which col- 
:art are never finished, 
and such habits will be of no benefit 
in later life. 
In order for a person to be success- 
ful  at   any  task,     he  must  not     let 
jary   things  stand     in 
..    Loyalty   is   then.     a   most 
tlal  characteristic with respect 
to  one's   work   as   well  as   to   other 
things. 
bul       ;   least, is    a quality 
It  to   name.   It  is 
•lie   , gets   along  with  other 
man   la     generally   a 
member   of   human  society    during 
nan. of  life,   he  will  not  reach 
high  attainments,  if    he does    not 
. or Is not trusted, by his fellow- 
men.        * 
As contrasting examples. President 
:   two  men  who gradu- 
Bates  not  very  long ago. 
and has mot recently. One 
had  made a high mark 
if   al   college  and     in   life. 
while the oilier was more or less of 
ilure. The    ncc ssful    man was 
1     by     his     college 
mati coo i si adent, and was 
prominent      in     campus     activities, 
othi r was disliked and dis- 
lenl  body. He had 
■fill in 7>reparation, and 
bad tailed al the time of the exam- 
Ination   In   those   four   qualities   of 
iful  man. 
"Charac-  ■ 
credit."     Rev. 
BroiiglHT. 
the  basis  of 
Dr.     J.     Whitcomb 
ii 
mwor king and mokim* overtime 
k ence a M/a 
w HEN I work hard, I usually smoke more; and when I smoke 
more, I usually work harder—and that's 
why I want a cigarette that's milder." 
We use in Chesterfield Cigarettes 
mild, ripe Domestic and Turkish tobac- 
cos which have been aged and re-aged. 
These good tobaccos in Chesterfield 
are used in the right proportions—that's 
a very important matter. 
These good tobaccos in Chesterfield 
are blended and cross-blended—welded 
together; that, too, helps to make a 
milder cigarette with better taste. 
A 
THEY'RE MILDER-THEY TASTE BETTER 
ii 
© 1933. LIGGETT & MYERS TOBACCO CO. 
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By VINCENT KKI.LK.U 
SPORTS SHORTS:—The hockey team had  a restleea week:     all kinds of. 
conditions from  too much snow  to too  warm weather combined to  cancel 
the week's three hockey games, and  the squad waa restless... The 
frwhman-sophomore basketball game of last Thursday was a thriller-  the 
sophs looked as if they needed  Red Klnrball, hut they won Just  the same: 
Lenzi was good:  Coleman can sink them;  Clark's one hand passing io> 
work here a-   well as it did in  Pr . where every man on the team.i 
tin y say, could palm a basketball    Good  idea to have students ail 
referees, by the  way;   II   teaches  them  the  business;   Stevens and  Karkoe' 
did a good job (l thai frost-soph game Pattison    as a wrestling 
teacher seems to be working up enough enthusiasm; if the men hadn't 
been bothered with the grfikpe, last week, he would have had ten matches 
or so. between the basketball game periods; more wrestling promised for 
Tuesday. 
—Cornell  decided  to keep the court 
game on  their program, while doing 
away  with  all  the     others.     All  of 
which  goes  to  prove    something  or 
other, just like all this talking which 
Is being done on the subject of high 
school  basketball tournaments, semi- 
pro     basketball     league    expansion, 
er.   the   heavyweight      champion      Of   youngster's circuit,-, etc., ought to go 
Maine, to  fight any college  heavy in   to show that this state is basketball- 
an  exhibition     to  add   another     at-1 minded. 
While on  the subject,  it might  be 
w( II  to note    that in     a  Brunswick 
W I-:ATH i :R in: i■: \\ \ NTS 
TO BRING MAX BERG HERE 
Speaking of wrestling. Ran Wea- 
therbee. who manages Max Berg ;ir» 
well as a conple of legislative com- 
mittees in Augusta, read about our 
coming tournament, and wrote to me 
offering to bring -down hie big fight- 
traction to the evening's entertain- 
ment. The problem is now to find 
somebody  in  the college  who  wants 
PROF.  GOULD  UP 
FOR  COUNCIL 
Prof. R. R. X. t.nnl.l. who 
holds the Knowlton chair of 
government, announced his can- 
didacy tor iildennan in Ward 
One, Ix'wiston. Monday night at 
a meeting of Republican city 
leaders. Prof. Gould will run on 
the slate in the election the 
lirst  Monday in March. 
Ward One has been generally 
a Republican Ward being one of 
the two strongholds of that 
party in this cily. However in 
I lie Presidential election in Xo- 
vcmlx-r the Democrats polled 
the largest  number of votes. 
:o: 
Gene Ashton '34 
Is Engaged To 
Lewiston Girl 
The engagement of Eugene Ash- 
ton '34, son- of Mr. and Mrs. Albert 
Ashton of Lewiston, to Hildred 
k, daughter of Mr. and Mis. 
Sumner Peck of Lewiston, was an- 
nounced during the Christmas va- 
cation. Mr. Ashton is a prominent 
member of the Junior class, being a 
former     reporter     an-  the     Student 
Freshmen Smother 
Juniors 46-16 
The freshman quintet evened its 
last week's loss to the sophomores 
when it smothered the juniors 46-16 
last night in the gvm with Clark '36 
starring. 
Between the halves of the game 
two wrestling matches were held by 
the Student, and two after the game. 
The first year*team was made up 
of Curtin. Conrad, Enagonio. Dro- 
bosky. Wellman, Bernadetti, and 
Sherman  besides Clark. 
Robert Fish '3 6 threw Julius 
Dombardi '34 in three minutes in 
the first match  wrestling  match. 
In the second watch, a nine 
minute affair. Frangedakis '35 drew 
with Plotica  "33. 
After the game Perry '36 won a 
judges' decision over Atherton also 
'36, while in the final match Swift, 
a freshman, threw Frank Merrill of 
the same class in two minutes. 
w fin       S 
o     / *£=S       * m    k K            9 
*      V \k    i QL     \ \   f 
S ^j ?. 
a  team  com-; staff  and   was  general   chairman   of •   city  league,  there  Is 
an   opportunity   to   face   the   Maine   peting which seems to be represent-! the  recently  held    Junior    Cabaret. 
Ing Bowdoin. I am sorry to disagree; Miss Peck graduated  from  Lewiston 
High   School  and   is  now  a  student 
at     Bradford     Academy,     Andovor, 
with a lot of people who believe the 
basketball question is defunct for the 
moment. 
MORE SPORTS SHORTS:—The re-; B. C.  wants to play a hockey game 
mainder of the week    will see    the| with   Bates    One reading the 
"i1 -     of  tho     freshman     hockey  sports  pages  of  the     local   morning 
schedule,   fresh   entertaining   Kent's 
communicate  with me Immediately.! 
The  tournament's  proposed   date  is 
Wednesday of next week. 
COLBY'S  ACTION  FORCES 
DROPPING MASS STATE GAME 
Mass  Slat"  was supposed  to  visit 
Lewiston  last     Friday  to  play  us  a  .-   paper  would   gather     that     Hayes's 
hockey  game.  Thursday  morning,  a    Hill -m: noon in the Arena   Diner is  to  the Sun     as the    Bates 
phone  call  from   Amherst     revealed    .... The Cyclones cleared about five   Commons is to the Student. 
that  Colby  had  advised  Mass  State   dollars on  the Cyclones-Bates game:!      Joe Bing in the last night's Port- 
they  would  be unable  to    entertain ! call profitable...  Colby | land Evening News says that Damon 
them in Waterville Saturday. On Is BUppos .! to play here Friday: Itunyon, New York sports writer, al- 
that account, the'Massachusetts State P. M.. bul you never can tell about j ways sits three rows back with the 
College felt they couJd not afford to these gam e with Colby and Bow-1 spectators at a wrestling match be- 
come to Maine for one game, and doin; this one may or may not be; cause he doesn't want wrestlers in 
asked to drop the Friday night date, played, depending upon any number 
Director Cutts    had  no alternative:   of  co which   may  arise     be- 
the game was cancelled, and   RIP     tween now amd Friday, three I'. M.... 
hockey players don't  think  much  of   Heard  as  •;•..>  horn   blew  tin-  end of 
th' half of the trosh-eoph basketball 
game:   Time-keeper   Soule:   "Half": 
Hack Spinke:  "Heff, boys";  Referee 
OS:    "llawlf";   it'*   all   a   matter 
of the locality in  which one received 
By  DOROTHY  O'HARA 
W. A. A. News From Other Colleges 
-Minnesota W. A. A. is very busy 
planning for their annual balloon 
sale at Homecoming. The motto is, 
"Not one left!" 
Omaha has introduced a new idea 
in the way of business meetings. 
They are. in the future, to be com- 
bined with a roller skating or bowl- 
ing party. If the meetings should 
become dull or boring, this ought to 
enliven  them. 
Hiking at St. Olaf College has 
been very popular since they have 
introduced outdoor cookery, along 
with sightseeing hikes to various 
local  points  of interest. 
Bates might do well to try this 
method of gaining interest in hik- 
ing. The experiment tried this fall 
| of a trip to the Sabattus Cabin was 
one plan which started interest in 
this  activity. 
Co-eds at South Dakota State 
College are required to hike ten 
miles before they are eligible to 
join  W.  A. A. 
There has been  formed at Ober- 
j lin   College  an   Archery  club,  called 
| the "300" Club for those girls  who 
Florence C.   Ogden,   '33,  and  Lu-   are successful in shooting a score of 
cienne   Blanchard,    '34.   entertained j 300 or more. This score must be at- 
at an engagement     party     Saturday   tained   twice  in   practice  or  once  In 
Party In Rand 
Follows News 
Of Engagement 
W. A. A.  News 
Those girls taking Golf and who 
want W. A. A. credit may take one 
more period of activity in the A. A. 
period  of  their  class. 
A. A. periods in Winter    Sports 
will not  be held     during    inclement 
weather.   Notices   will   be  posted   in 
the dorms on these days. 
Watch   the     Physical      Education 
notices for     the activity     in  Winter 
Sports.   The   A.   A.   activity  will   be 
the Eame. 
Good Stating Qn Roger Bill Rink 
The    skating    on the Roger Bill 
rink  is apparently  very  good,  since; 
the  Winter  Sports  class   is   holding j 
all its activities there. Lack of snow 
is holding up the skiing and snow- 
shoeing. 
——. :o: 
WOMEN'S POLITICS < 1.1 15 
The Women's Politics club mi 
Tuesday,  Jan.   10.     Pearl  Llttlefield 
led  the   meeting,  and   read   a   pap( ■ 
on   the  subject     of   the     Carribear, 
area.    Prof.    R.  N.  R.  Gould 
a  guest at the  meeting. 
Colby's action. 
CORNELL KEEPS ONE 
WINTER  SPORT:   BASKETBALL 
Stating that basketball was a pay- 
ing sport—as a matter of fact, the 
only paying winter and spring sport one's preliminary language study. . . 
his lap. "I always admired Runyon", 
■says Ring, "and now I know that he 
has more brains than the rest of us." 
Ring goes on to prove Runyon's sa- 
gacity. 
Al Buck in the same paper slams 
the Boston Watch and Ward Society 
for its Anti-Old Howard activity. 
What's this sports writing game com- 
ing to? 
a tournament. There are at present 
three members of the club in col- 
lege. 
W. A. A.  Health I'rogram At 
Washington State 
afternoon, Jan. 14, in the reception 
room of Rand Hall. Both have re- 
cently announced their engagements, 
Miss Ogden's to John T. Mauler, 
Bates 'SI, and Miss Blanchard's to 
Alva S. Appleby, ex-'34. now a stu- 
dent at Tufts Dental School. This program is sponsored by the 
The following guests were pre- W. A. A. and the Association of Wo- 
sent: Thelma Kittredge '33, Flo-] men Students at the first of everv 
rence James '33, Dorothy O'Hara j Health Week. The president talked 
'33, Marcella Shapiro '33. Beatrice to the girls on the value of athletics 
Nielsen '33, Barbara Stuart '33. | to college girls. A humorous skit 
Jeannette Wilson '33. Ruth  Benham   was  put   an as  a  take-off     showing 
'33. Evelyn Rolfe '33, Constance 
Conant '33. Norma Hinds '33. Helen 
Hamlin '33, Pearl Litlefield '33, 
Virginia Moulton '33. Helen Parker 
'33. Helen Goodwin '34, Ruth Car- 
ter '34, Dorothy Sweeney '34, Do- 
rothy Barton '34, Verna Geddes '31, 
Constance Fuller '34, Crescent ia 
Zahn '34. 
effects of bad posture, lack of sleep, 
poor food, and lack of sunshine, on 
health. 
Digestion was shown by a com- 
plete film of digestive system, the 
position action while food is being 
digested. 
Posture drive was the second pro- 
ject of the program. 
© 
J. W. WHITE CO. 
BUILDING   MATERIALS 
47 Lincoln St., Lewiston. 




62 COURT ST.      AUBURN 
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40 ASH STREET,           LEWISTON,  ME 
W»   can   show   yon  a   vanea   selection   of 
PRIZE    CUPS 
FOUNTAIN    PENS 
of  all  standard   makes 
LADIES' SILK UMBRELLAS 
LADIES' 
LEATHER   HANDBAGS 
LEATHER BILLFOLDS 
BOOK    ENDS 
CLOCKS 
of all kinds 
BARNSTONE-OSf.OOD 
0  O M F A ■   ? 
Jewelers 






225 LISBON STREET 
One of Houdini's most spectacular escape feats 
was performed «iih a huge milk can filled with 
water. He invited per.-ons of the audience to bring 
padlocks and lock him into the can. He got into the 
can, the lid was put on and fastened with several 
padlocks. A screen was placed in front of the can. 
Assistants stood by with stop watches and fire axes 
to save him from drowning after a certain time. 
About a minute later, the screen was removed, 
Houdini was seen panting and dripping.. .the 
padlocks remaining intact! 
EXPLANATION: 
The usual method of escaping from a milk can is 
as follows: The lid of the can is apparently secure- 
ly padlocked to the lower portion, but actually the 
metal band to which the staples are attached li the 
top of a short inner lining. The performer, after 
being locked into the can. pushes the lid upward 
with his head and the short inner lining is forced 
out of place, permitting his escape. The screen is 
then removed. 
fTS TUW TO BT JwOZED 
... ITS MORE TUJV TO £xrow 
I 
What exciting magic there is in cigarette 
advertising! 
Let's look at one of its greatest illusions 
...that cigarettes can be mysteriously given 
superior "FLAVOR." 
THE EXPLANATION: Just three factors con 
trol the flavor of a cigarette.The addition of 
artificial flavoring...the blending of various 
tobaccos...and the quality of the tobaccos 
themselves. Quality is the most impor- 
tant. Artificial flavoring can never wholly 
disguise the poor flavor of cheap tobaccos. 
The blending of several cheap, raw to- 
baccos cannot improve the flavor of any 
of them. A fine cigarette is a cigarette 
blended from costly, ripe tobaccos. 
• It is a fact, well known by leaf to- 
bacco experts, that Camels are 
made from finer, MORE EXPENSIVE 
tobaccos than any other popular brand. 
This is why the Camel flavor has never 
been rivaled . . . why Camels have given 
more pleasure to more people than any 
other cigarette ever made. 
In more costly tobaccos lies the secret of 
Camels' delicate "bouquet"...of their rich, 
cool flavor—of their non-irritating mildness. 
It's the tobacco that counts. 
All the natural goodness of Camel's to- 
bacco is kept fresh and rich for you by the 
air-tight, welded Humidor Pack. Don't re- 
move it. Its moisture-proof cellophane also 
protects your Camels from dust and germs. 
Put a pack in your pocket today. 
JVO TRICKS 
JUST COSTL/UR 
IN   A   MATCHLESS     BIES I) BP» 
George A. Ross 
Bates   1004 
WHEELER 
Clothing Co. 
Cor. MAIN and MIDDLE STS. £• 
For Good Clothes aud 
Furnishings 
Special discount given to Bates  Students 
SERVALL 
U  Untos St. Geo  E Schmidt 
The Blue Line 
Lewiston—Eumford—Farmington 
l.v    Lewiston— 
7 45   AM, 12.35   P.M.,   4.25   P.M. 
l.v   Kumfnrd— 
7 35   A.M., 12.25   P.M.,   4.15   P.M. 
l.v    t-iirtnintrtnri— 
7 30   AM., 12.20   P.M.,   4.10   P.M. 
STANDARD    TIME 
STEIN'S   CLOTHES 
ALL WOOL SUITS AND OVERCOATS 
$9.50 and $12.50 
Free Alterations 
SID SANDERS, MGR. 33 LISBON ST. Lewiston 
THE COLLEGE STORE 
ALWAYS WELCOME 
CORTELL'S 
MID-WINTER CLEARANCE   OP   LADIES   DRESSES 
COATS, MEN'S SUITS. OVERCOATS NOW ON 
CHARGE ACCOUNT SERVICE 
*09-lll  LISBON STREET, LEWISTON. 
Bring Your Films To Us For Developing 
and Finishing 
24      HOTJB      SERVICE 
"THE QUALITY SHOP" 
3 Minutes from the Campns 
Tel. 1817 W 
R. W*  CLARK       ReSistered  Druggist 
^ Pure   Drugs   and   Medicines 
PRESCRIPTIONS   A   SPECIALTY 
Also,  APOLLO  CHOCOLATES 
Corner Bates and Main Street        LEWISTON,  MAINE 
"A  Complete Banking Service" 
Lewiston Trust Company 
Lewiston, Maine 
We Solicit the Business of Bates Students 
